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Rose Of The Morning

Words by
CYRUS WOOD

Music by
SIGMUND ROMBERG

Allegretto

Piano

The life of a rose. The fairest that grows. How swiftly it glides away!

Her story complete, How brief, and how sweet! A queen who but rules for a day!
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Refrain
Slow Fox-trot time

Rose-bud, it is morning! Day is breaking.

Flowers waking, Dew and sun-beams steal to your heart!

By their magic, fragrance settles on your petals.

Soon, a rose a...
dawn, You will reign till your beauty
goes. You live your hour till your
petals fall and over all your perfume lingers my

rose! a tempo. rose!
ANOTHER "SUNSHINE OF YOUR SMILE"

LOVE SENDS A LITTLE GIFT OF ROSES

Words by
LESLIE COOKE

Music by
JOHN OPENSHPAW

Refrain

Love sends a little gift of roses,

Breathing a pray'r unto my posies,

Torn from my heart as twilight closes,
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